
CDV –- Bust view of Josiah A. Baldwin who enlisted at the age of 35 as a 

2nd Lieutenant with Co. L of the 2nd Mass Cavalry.  He was promoted to 1st 

Lieutenant on Feb 5 1864, and as Captain on Oct 20, 1864.  Baldwin was 

wounded on Sept 19, 1864 at Winchester and discharged for disabilities on 

May 5, 1865, but after the war had ended.  From the album of Wesley 

Howe, Baldwin is identified twice in Howe’s hand.  Backmark of Addis 

Gallery, Washington D.C.  Collection #574   $400 

 

 

CDV – From Wesley Howe’s album, this is a standing view of George L. 

Barnes who was a carpenter, originally from Garnville, Iowa.  He enlisted 

on March 12, 1863 with Company M of the 2nd Mass Cavalry.   In March of 

1864 he was on picket duty near Dranesville and was mortally wounded in a 

small skirmish.  Barnes was buried at Arlington Cemetery, grave #12,094. 

 The image is sharp and bears Howe’s id in two locations, with the 

added note “killed on picket.”  No backmark.  This image was made at the 

familiar photo studio at Readville, Massachusetts.  Collection #575.   SOLD 

 

CDV – Bust view of William D. Belknap of Company M of the 2nd 

Massachusetts Cavalry.  Belknap was a 28 year old shoemaker who hailed 

from Youngsville, Pennsylvania and enlisted as a private on March 19, 

1863.  He was promoted corporal during the war, and mustered out with the 

balance of the regiment on July 20, 1865 at Fairfax Court House, VA.   

 The image is mounted into an oval vignette and signed at the bottom 

and on the reverse by Belnap with spelling absent the “k.”  Howe identifies 

him just below the oval in the same way.  The image is faded but distinct. 

No backmark. Collection #576   $250 

 

CDV – Standing view of James Connally (spelled Connely by Wesley 

Howe) of Company M of the Cal Battalion.  Connally came out of New 

Orleans and was a 25 year old farmer when he enlisted in the Bay Area, 

joining Company M.  He mustered out with the regiment at Fairfax Court 

House in 1865.  This image is one of two identical photographs to be 

contained in Howe’s album.  Unlike its partner, it bears Howe’s 

identification in period ink “J. Connely.”  A Washington D. C. backmark.  

collection #577.   SOLD 

 

 

  

CDV – Standing view of James Connally (a companion image to collection 

#544).  Connally was a farmer from New Orleans 

Collection #578.   $250 


